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CHAPTER l
There was much controversy over the camera when it first came into being.
Man7 artists disliked the camera for various reasons, but mainly because they
feared it would replace the ~tist.

There were just as many artists that saw

great value in the camera both as an independent torm of art and as an.aid to
the painter.
CHAPrER·2
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This chapter takes in the 19th century, its developments and its artists.
1840- calotype appeared and portraiture and lanscape artists felt the blow.
18$0-60•s- realism in painting vs. realism of machine-made image.
1860-70's- urban realism in Impressionism para.lled with the development of the
snapshot.
1880•s- Kodak camera was developed along with high-speed cameras, and the first
coDTincing attempts at cinematography.
1890 1 s- photograph7 accepted as an established form of art.
20t.h century- The two art forms, photography and painting, were integrated.
'
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•

l

•

•
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thought that photography had a great influence on Impressionism.

Many 19th century artists used the photograph as a model. These are the
few I chose to mention with an illustration with each:
Paul C~zanne- C~zanne found the photograph a perfect mode 1, being a slow painter
and one that found the presence of a stranger ~ncomfortable.
Thomas Eakins- The photograph was a hindrance to Eakins.
Theodore Robinson (The American Impressionist)- He blamed his shortcomings on
the photograph.

George Hendrick Breitner (Dutch Impressionist)- He used his own photographs with
unposed figures.
Henri Toulouse-La.utrec- The best known turn-of-the-century artist who used the
photograph •. He used the foreground exaggeration to his advantage.
The stigma attached to the use of the photograph was so strong that many
artists hid the tact that they used the photograph.
CHAPI'ER

The invention of the Kodak

C8.llera
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increased the number of artists using

-

the ~napshot and brought about the adaptation of a new way of looking at our
world through camera-vision~
Some of the 20th century artists that use or have used photographs are:

Henri Rousseau, Walter Sickert, Ben Shahn, Pablo Picasso, Francis Bacon, Larry
RiTere, Audrey Flack, Chuck Close and Andy Warhol.
I chose to tell about Ben Shahn who painted about controversial issues of
the day.

Pablo Picasso- who brought to our consciousness the cruelt1 of the Jewish concentration camps with his work The Charnel House.
Larry Rivers- who was caught up with the insistent memory of the camera.
Chuck Close- whose life-like renditions of everyday people are approached in a.
cold, scientific manner.
Motion and stop-action played a big, part in many artist's work in the latter
· 19th century and carried through to the 20th.

Eadweard Muybridge was responsible

for the development cf a successful stop-action exposure.
In landscape painting, photographs were found very useful mainly as memoranda.
GustaTe Courbet used the photo in this function to bring about his landscape paintings as well as his genre scenes and portraits.

. The photograph is also used as a catalyst for other ideas.

One can create

totally different compositions from the photograph by using the photo as only
the basis for an idea.
Eugene Delacroix was a strong advocate o! the properties an artist must have
to create a convincing painting, using the photo as a model.

These are: a know-

ledge of subject matter, the soul to soul communication between artist and viewer,

and the effect of imagination on memory.

To make these properties work convincingly

one must haTe a considerable amount of experience.
The part that imagination and memory play are significant in producing a
good work of art from a photograph.

The sentiment of imagination and memory and

the static record of the photo is a·great combination.
CHAPTER
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In, this chapter I merely tell why and how I use the photograph.

I also have

illustrations of my work from photographs and the photos from which they were
conceived.

CFJAPrER

$

-M~rn works of the camera is the subject this chapter deals with.

Using the

modern advances of the camera, the artist can look at the world in a way no other
generation before has. ··The camera no longer has the limitations that the eye has.
The camera can see the largest and smallest things that exist in the universe and

·enn within the human body.

The colors,_ patterns and textures found in microscopic

photographs have been the source of inspiration for many modern paintings.

In looking back, one cannot deny the influence the camera has upon painting.
There have .been ver1 good results as well as some mistakes.

The camera, as we

have round, cannot, bJ itaelt, cause bad eff'ects or- good effects..

The artist is,

u always, the judge and the eye by which the painting is created; the camera
111rel7 an instrument through which realization or Tisualization takes place.
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INTRODUCTION
When the daauerreotype .!irst. came into being in 18).9, there were 11ixed
feelings among artists and critics as to whether daguerreotypes should be
used as models in painting.

Many artists used them, but the artists seemed

to coapete with their authenticity to nature more than developing a creatiTe
piece of art.

The daguerreotype became more a judging piece than a •odel.

The invention of the daguerreotype had

llllCh

effect on the art world.

But feelings were in the beginning, and some still remain, that the photograph took away the artist's usefulness and replaced that with a feeling

ot inferiority. I feel that many of these traditional qualms about usini
photographic models are ver7 much misguided.

If the artist is trained to

look at a photograph in the same manner as he is trained to Tiew the human

fl.aure or a still-life, he should

be

able to use the photograph as an

ettectiTe aodel in producing a creatiTe piece of work.
· Im the case of the artist haTing a feeling of inferiorit7, because of
t.ha ineptness

of the camera to capture nature so per.tectl1, one must recall

that for whatever visions or discoveries the camera gave us appeared first
in minds of some artists long before the camera reTealed them.

Even whea

the instantaneous image was reTealed through stop-action photography, some

artists had already discovered this and recorded it in their paintings.
Eadweard Muybridge vas the person responsible for firs~ bringing this

type

or photography into being in 1878.
~~

this thesis I will not be talking only of the New Realists, but

of the :many artists who found photographs to be a helpful source of

2

inspiration on the production or creative works of art.
are onl1 a small percentage of these artists.

The New Realists

In this _paper I hope to

pron the usefulness of the photograph as a legitimate source of'

iaapiration.

CHAPTER l

THE BEGINNINGS
When introduced in 1839, the daguerreotype, with its silvery reflecting surface, evoked something of the age-old magic associated with the
:airror.

The first to recognize this were the painters.

They both reacted

against and sought inspiration from the simulated realism produced by the
ca:,nera.
less.

The flattering portraiture and the inexact views were tolerated
The artist's role was becoming more the recorder of nature.

The

daguerreotype was the standard by which art was being judged.
I

The realist painter Louis Jacques Mande Daguerre developed the photo-

graphic process, called the daguerreotype.

Many 19th century artists

accepted this new medium as an aid to art.

And just as many, it not more,

rejected it; calling it the degeneration of painting.

said it in his book !!!!_ Elements
ll8D

or !

As H.P. Robinson

Pictorial Photograph:

"The best

worked entirely from nature; their imitators took to copying photographs,

and then came degeneration, for copying is a different thing from·
·1111.tation aided by genius ••• nl

Many critics of the photograph were dead set against the artist's use
~-the photograph as a model in painting.

Early in the controversy, many

artists were afraid that the exactness of the photograph would damage their

profession.

In a letter to a friend, Thomas Cole raised the question and

1 H.P. Robinson, The Elements of the Pictorial Photograph (Bradford
lllnd and Co., The Country Press. London: Memorial Hall, Ludgate Circus,
E. C. 1895), p. 20.

aettled it for himself.
I suppose you have read a great deal about the
daguerreotype.

It you believe everything the newpapers

aa7 (which by-the-by, would require an enormous bump of

marvelousness) you would be led to suppose that thttpoor
cratt of painting was knocked in the head by the new
machinery for maldttg Nature take her own likeness, and
1'8_nothing to do but give up the ghost ••• This is the
conclusion:

that the art of painting is creative, as

1'811 as an imitative art, and is in no danger of being

superceded by any mechanical contrivance. l
· A,J,

president of the National Academy of Design in America and a lead-

ing artist of the period, Samuel Morse was inevitably concerned with the
illpact of the daguerreotype on painting and the question of whether the

new •dia would have an adverse effect.
AcademJ on April

24, 18hO, Morse was asked to speak on the probable effects

of the invention of Daguerre.
The

At the annual dinner of tha

Without hesitation he declared,

daguerreotype is undoubtedly destined to produce

a great revolution in art, and we, as artists, should be

aware of it and rightly understand its influence.

This

influence, both on ourselves and the public generally, will,
I think, be in the highest degree favorable to the character

or

art.

2

1 Richard Rudisill, Mirror Image-The Influence ot the Dagu.errot~e
!!.American Society, (UniTersity of New Mexico Press;-Albuquerque, l 1.)
p. 55.
.
2 .

t'

~ . , P• ;,7.

Ot:er and over again, artists began to look at the photograph as a
•portion of nature herself" rather than copies of nature.

By this attitude,

artists assumed that more direct experience of nature by such an agenc1
be rieficial.

One of the most prominent artists of France, Eugene Delacroix, was
one artist that not only openly acclai.Jned the daguerreotype as a proper
aid for artists but used the:ra himself.

On May 21, 1853, he wrote, "let

man of genius make use of the daguerreotype as it should be used, and he
will raise himself to a height we do not know."l
Other artists such as William Rothenstein, J. F. Millet and Gustave
Courbet also applauded the use of the photograph.

Millet incorporated the

use of the photograph in teaching or as an informative agent.
Jean A. D. Ingres also used photographic aids, but he was verr
discreet in the use of them.

There has never been any one-to-one link

with any of his paintings to any photograph aids.

He had been noted to

"have had a great admiration for the photograph, as his later works show

indication of a change.

His later nudes clearly resembled daguerreotypes

in their hard outline, smooth finish, and lack of color. n2
Corot was also somewhat influenced by the photograph.

This can be

seen in the fuzzy appearance of the trees and background objects.

The

eTer-itOYing trees would be fuzzy in a. photograph of Corot's time because

or the slow development process.
Qt

all the people who formed opinions on the photograph, few is any,

realized the potential of-the medium, and its e?fect on the art world of
the future.

1 Van Deren Coke, The Painter and the Photograph,
Mexico Press, Albuquerque, 1972) p."""9:"
2 ~ - , p. 12.

(University of New

CHAPTER 2

NINETEENTH CENTURY
The histor1 or photograph1 and its amazing relationship to the devel-

op.ments in art must be giTen some consideration when one studies the T&lue

ot photography in art. First, portrait painting felt the initial blow in
the 1840 1 s, as the daguerreotype and calotype first appeared.

Then, later

in the same decade, landscape -painting took its blows as photograph1 of
landscapes became more practicable and more popular.

In the 18.50 1 s and 60 1 s,

the dilemma was with realism in painting and machine-made images.

The

urban realism found in Impressionistic works of the 1860 1 s and 70 1 s paralleled the development of the snapshot.

It seems everything then came to

a head in the 1B90's, with the occurrence of the Kodak camera and the great
popularization of photograph1, the extra-perceptiTe high speed camera and
the first convincing attempts at cinematography, the intense efforts made
b7 photographers in the artistic development of their medium, and the

defiant chorus of artists and writers asserting the futility of mimetic
a.rt.

In _the l890's, photography was accepted as an established form of

art.

The traditional aesthetic concepts were brought back dowi:a to earth
-

.

and the territorial rights of both artists and photographers were estab-

lished.

Finall1 in the 20th century the art of photography and other

rlaual arts were integrated.

The integration of the media of photograph7

and art is still growing and deTeloping, much further than first dreamed.
Some believe it is because of photography that the Impressionist
movement developed.

The American critic Sadakichi Hartmann wrote

7

extell8ivel7 about the relationship between the tonal school of painting

and photographJ, concluding that the vision of the camera was a definite
factor in the evolution of Impressionism.
9The impressionist painters adhere to a style of co11po-

aition that apparently ignores all previous laws.

They depict

lite in scraps and pigments, as it appears haphazard in the

tinder or on the ground glass of the camera.

The mechanisll

of the camera is essentially the one medium which renders

every interpretation impressionistic, and every photographic

print, whether sharp or blurred, is really an impression.•
Be believes the Impressionist arrived at the new style
~

c011postion through photographic origin.

nrmpressionistic

composition is unthinkable without the application of focus.
The

lens of the camera taught the painter the importance of

a single object in space to realize that all subjects cannot
be seen with equal clearness, and that it is necessary to

concentrate the point o! interest according to the visual
abilities of the eye.

There is no lens, as everybody knows,

vhich renders foreground and 11.iddle distance equall1 well.

It

three objects, tor instance,~. house, a tree and a pool ot

water, stand at different depths before the camera, the photographer can, at will, fix either the house, the tree or the

pool of water, but whatever one o! theee three objects it

will be, the other two objects will appear lass distinct •••
the impressionist is satisfied with giving one full impression

that stands by itself, and it was the photographic images in

8

the sixties that taught him to see and represent lite in
focal planes and division."l
Many artists during the latter 1800 1 8 used photographs for guides in

painting.

ot

Some with discretion and others openly.

the more outstanding artists of

the era that I 1ve chosen to represent

the Jlllltitude of artists that used the photograph •

-

. l .Ibid., p.

is.

These are just a few

9

PAUL ~ZANNE

Cezanne used photography quite often for several reasons.

One reason

W011ld be, c,zanne found it dif'fi~ult to work when a stranger was present -

ao he found working from photographs preferable to a live model.

He also

was a slow painter and models found it difficult to hold a pose for long

periods of time.

The limitations of the photograph didn't seem to be a

problea tor Cezanne.
'

Cezanne
was able to retain his simplicity of objects
'

that achieves his positive cohesion throughout all his works.

10

Fig. l

Fig. 2

l Paul C~zanne. The Bathe~ 1885-90. Oil 50 x 38\ in.
Modern Art, New York. Collection Lillie P. Bliss.
2 Photographer unknown.

Standing Male Model. n. d.
Mneeum of Modern Art, New York. Gift of Curt Valentin.

Museum of
Photograph.

- (copies from The Painter and the Photograph from Delacroix to Warhol.
University of New V~xico Presi;--Albuquerque,~2. p. 82.)~

/,

11

THOMAS EAKINS
Eakins used photography quite often, but his works in which he used
photographs seemed stilted and lacking the closeness to life that Eakins'
work was known for.

, Fig. 3

3 .·Themas Eakins. Arcadia 1900.
Oil, 82 x L2 in. Metropolitan Mu:,eum
of Art, New York. Bequest of Miss
Adelaide Milton de Groot (1876-1967),
1967.
Fig.

4

4 Thomas Eakins.

roy

Playing Pioos.
Photograph. Co lection Joseph H.
Hirshhorn, New York.

cl900.

(copies from The Painter and the Photograph p. 85.)

12

THEODORE ROBINSON
Theodore Robinson, a leading American Impressionist, used photographs

because he found things 'in nature change, but the photograph could capture
a aoment in time and retain the picture in his mind.

He seemed always

apologetic for his use of the photograph and later blamed his shortcomings
on its use.

I believe his work did not suffer because of the photograph

as Eakins' might have, but instead he was dissatisfied with the work he

was producing and was groping for reasons.

13

Fig.

5

S Theodo~e Robinson. The Layette. 1892.
Gallery of Art, Washington,157 c.

Oil,

58

x 3~ in.

Corcoran

lL

. Fig. 6

6 Theodore Robinson.

Youn~ Wcman Knitting. cl892.

(copies from The Painter and the Photogra~h. p. 87.)

Photograph.

1,

GECRG-HENDRICK BREITNER
Another Impressionist, the Dutch artist Georg-Hendrick Breitner, used
his own photographs for many of his paintings.

He took casual snapshots

of the working man or people on the street, and used this unposed quality

in his work.

His work shows much spirit and convincingly true to life

poses of people in their everyday activities.

Others found, by using this

type of snapshot, one could present the same qualities as Georg-Hendrick
Breitner's life-like images.

16

Fig. 7

Fig. 8

7 Georg-Hendrick Breitner.
Courtesy Iemniscaat, Rotterdam.

Three Young Girls. cl895.

8 Georg-Hendrick Breitner.
Courtesy Iemniscaat, Rotterdam.

Drie Meisjes. cl895.

{copies from The Painter and the Photograph. p. 88.)

Photograph.

Oil, 26 x 38 in.

17

HENRI DE TOULOUSE-IAUTREC
Toulouse-Lautrec was the best known turn-of-the-century artist to use
photographs.

Many of his works contain a :foreground exaggeration which

is a photographic distortion.

This is found in many photographs.

Objects

close to the lens of a camera appear abnormally large because of a dis-

tortion made by the. convex shape of the lens.

Many artists carried this

distortion over in their work, when using a photograph as a model.

Some

of them did this out of ignorance, not realizing it was an undesirable

aspect of photography.
graphic image.

others found in it, a way to satirize the photo-

And still others used it effectively in their compositions.

18

Fig. 9

9 Henri de Toulouse~La.utrec.
A La. Mie. 1891. Oil, 19 3/4 x
~10:-- Courtesy Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston. s. A. Denio Fund
and General Income for 19LO.

10

·1n

Paul Secau. ·

car~. cl890.

Man and Woman

Photograph.

19
These were a few or the artists that were involved with photography,
in the 19th century.

Soon after photography became popular many critics

came forward with articles that claimed the use of it by artists as
immoral.

The stigma attached to it was so strong that many artists felt

forced to hide the fact that they used photographs.

Research has shown

that those artists who spurned the use of photography were few and did so
as a aatter of principle.

Some, because they were placed in an awkward

'
position by the highly photographic
character of their work; others,
because they believed there was something noble in industry and sacrifice,

that a painter taking short cuts damaged his integrity.
U it veren•t for these artists who felt they must hide their use of
the photograph, the number of artists known to have used them would be
even greater.

This period in the history of the painter and the photograph

prt,ved to be a time that saw a lot of struggle.

The artists were experi-

:aanting with a very controversial development in art and they were learning
the pitfalls and the advantages of the photographic aid to painting.

have learned from their mistakes, as well as their successes.

We

TWENTIETH CENTURY
The nUllber of artists using photographs today is naturally far greater

than in the 19th century, mainly because the criticism of their use has

lessened considerably.

Beginning in the 1890 1 s with the. introduction ot

the Kodak camera, the snapshot became a supurb 11odel

tor the artist.

The

snapshot was so easily available to the artist th•t he found them a good
aoarce tor inspiration •
.An artist today, as any other person today, eees through eyes that

are conditioned by the camera. We are so confronted with photographs,
Jlovies, and television, that we can easily adapt ourselves to this new
wa7 of looking at our world, which is called camera-vision.

Photographs

preaerv-e the ugly as well as the more pleasant aspects of lite.

"Vicarious

proliferations of picture magazines, the enormous expansion or photo-jour-

aaliam, and the ubiquitous television image, in such imagery a n,w excite-.
•nt resides which has been given breath and is made decipherable through
.~
..
.
.
.'
.
.
l
camera tlsion, a T.ision that has now becolllll9 a part ot the artist.'• vocabulary."
TJ:Q-ough all the forms of photography', whether it be advertise•nts,
banal snapshots, or brutal newsphotos, artists are able to arrest a feeling
ar event even though he hiue 1t is estranged to the personal involvement
in which the photo was taken.

So geared are the photographs to everyday

lite, that an artist can learn from them as much as .trom lite itse 1t.

1 Van Deren Coke. The Painter and the Photograph trom Delacroix ~
Warhol. (UniversitJ of New Mexico Press, Albuquerque,~.) p. 301.
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~.OIIB ot the

eraphs are:

artists of the 2oth centul"1 that use or haTe used photo-

Henri Rousseau, Walter Sickert, Ben Shahn, Pablo Picasso,

Francis Bacon, Larry Rivers, Audrey Flack, Chuck Close and Andy Warhol.
Sa)"ing that these artists have used photographs in their work doe• not
1111an they use them tor eTerything they do.

Many tiJ1es an artist will see

a photo that inspires hill and tha.t will be the only time he will make uae
of a photograph.

Shalm painted u117 paintil!lgs that could be considered controversial.
Se"t'eral paintings were deri"t'9d from the man7 photographs taken during the
Sacco and Vanzetti trial.

Sham had never 1111t Sacco and Vanzetti, but

gathered all the inf'ormation mecessarr tor his works trom newspaper
photographs.
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Fig. 11

Fig. 12

11
· .
_. Ben Shahn. Bartolomeo Vanzetti and Nicola Sacco. 1931-32. Tempera
on paper, l~ x lh~ in. Museum of Modern Art, New York.
Gift o! Mrs. John
D. Rockefeller, Jr.

12 Photographer unknown. Bartolomeo Vanzetti and Nicola Sacco in the
Prisoner's Dock. 1921. Photograph. United Press International.
- -
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PABLO PICASSO
.Picasso saw the photographs or the Jewish death camps aa an aid to
hi.a work !!!!_ Charne l House.

Picasso was a friend ot Lee Miller, Now Ladt

Roland Penrose, who ma1 ,haTe shown him a number or her shocking photographs
of dead concentration camp il'llllates.

Her pictures were among the earliest

tallan in concentration camps, and she was one or the first members of the
pres•. corps to see Picasso after the lib,ration of Paris.

But a very

popular photograph, which the whole world saw, was the one that served aa

-

, the inspiration tor The Charnel House.

.--

Fig.

1L

Fig. 13

Fig~ . 15
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l3 Pablo Picasso. The Charnel House. 19L5. Oil and charcoal on
.canYas, 78 5/8 x 98\ in.~ollection Museum of Modern Art, New York.
Sam A. I.ewisohn Bequest (b7 exchange) and Purchase.

Mr•.

1945.

lb Photographer unknown.
Photograph.

Be lsen Concentration
Imperial War Museum, London.

15 Photographer unknown.
(Mass Grave).

.2!!E

(Mass GraTe).

·

Details from Belsen Concentration~
-

(copieB from ~ Painter ~ the Photograph.

ps. 110-111)
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URRY RIVERS
Larry RiTers did many works from tamil7-type portraits.

He feels

the photograph has an emblematic sense of our culture but most important

to him is its insistent ,memor7.

For hill the photograph is a static record

that ha can bring to life through his brush.

The

realism or the photo-

graph does not change, where the mind will change our memories.

Delacroix shared · Larry Rivers view on the camera's memor:, power.

Eugene

Delacroix' a

m111or7 concept will be discussed in length later.
CHUCK CLOSE

~huck Close•s portraits are huge enlargements or photographs he has

taken.

He is interested in studying the image that the camera records.

Close has said,

nThe

camera is objectiTe.

When it records a face it can't

aka -.:.n7 hie~archial decisions about a nose being more important than a

cheek.

The camera is not aware of what it is looking at.

it all down.

It just gets

I want to deal with the image it has recorded which is ·black

and
white,
two-~imensional, and loaded with surface detail."
'
·,_
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Fig. 16

16 Chuck Close. Self-Portrait - White Ink 1978.
paper. 52 3/4 x Ll in:--

White ink on black
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l1Yl'ION AND STOP-ACTION
In 1872, Eadweard Mu7bridge deTeloped a method ot stop-action photo.

'

~

.

graphy., but it was not until 1878 that he made any successful exposures.
Thie denlopment in pho~ography inspired man7 paintings b7 Degas, Eakins,

Duchamp and Bacon.

The movement shown in photographs caused man1 artists

to produce abstract works of art such as:

!!_ Movement

~

Drnamic Sequences.

Giacomo Galla I s Swifts:

Paths
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Fig. 17

Fig. 18

17 A. G. Bragaglia. ! Turning ~ - 1911. Photograph.
Cent;-~_~tudi Bragaglia-Roma and Photography Italiana.

Courtesy

18 Giacomo Balla. Swifts: Paths of Movement ! Dynamic Sequences.
1913. Oil, 38 1/8 x 47\ in. Museum of Modern Art, New York.

)0

Fig. 19

Fig. 20

- ... ..l9 _Etienne._Jules Marey.

.!!!!! White

Stripes. cl882.

Linear Graph of Running Man Wearing Black
Photograph. George Eastman House, Rochester, N. Y.

'20"Etienne-Jules Marey. Fencer. cl88J. (Successive photographic
isagee recorded on a single plate, 50 images a sec.) George Eastman House,
Rochester, N. Y.
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Fig. 21

21

·
Marcel Duchamp. Nude Descending a Staircase, No. 3. 1916.
Colored photograph, 58 x ~ i n . Philadelphia Museum of Art. Louise and
Walter Arensberg Collection.

Fi&. 22
22 Etienne-Jules Marey. Analysis of Walking Movement. 1887 ~
Photograph. George Eastman House, Rochester, N. Y.
(Figs. 29-34 taken from~ Painter and the Photograph p. 166.)
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THE LANDSCAPE

In landscape painting, photographs were found Ter7 useful mainly as
•moranda.

The photograph doesn't show all the truth in a given area but

it does keep a file for ~he artist to return to, throughout his painting
~

a landscape.

If an artist has a number of photographs of different

objects found in a landscape, he can easil7 juxtapose them into a landscape,

or

simply use them when memory fails.

Gustave Courbet found this

athod of using the photograph as memoranda very useful in his landscape
paintings as well as far some of his genre scenes and portraits.
PHOTOGRAPHS AS CATALYSTS

.la previously :mentioned, many artists have developed ideas far

paintings that are completel:, different in Jll8aning from the photographs

trm ,.hich tbe7 were initia:t,ed. B7 combining photographs frOlll another
idea, or by using patterns f'ound in nature, such as the foliage of a tree

er shadows within a face, or just a small portion or blurred background,
~ne can be insp~ed with new and inventive creations or abstr~ct works.

•Photographs affect artists in more strange and stimulating ways
than is commonly supposed.

They can wake a flood of memories, work inward

to cause an artist to probe the strength and depth of his responses to
realit7 as well as serTe to inspire the use of new forms only known to
hi.a throngh the lens

ot

a camra. nl

.1 Van Deren Coke, The Painter and the Photograph from Delacroix ~

. Warhol.

(UniTersit1 of New Mexico Press, Albuquerque,-r9'72) p.

295.
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Man1 paintings have been developed through the inspiration or photographs.

In these cases, the photographs are not used as models but merel7

aa inspiration from which the idea was born.

It would be difficult to

eatiaate just how many paintings have been inspired this way.

CHAPI'ER
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DEIACROIX AND THE PHOTOGRAPH
Eugene Delacroix was one artist and art theorist that was considered
a strong believer in the advantages of using the photograoh.

It is

Delacroix's theory and idea on the use of the photograph that this chapter
de ah ,.with.
I ti.nd Delacroix's theory of the use of memory along with his other
ideas on the use of the photograph, much in tune with my own feelings on
the subject.

I also find it important to give more than a literal descrip-

tion of the subjects.

The photographs from which I work are photos which

I haTe taken myself.

The feelings are already present in my attitude to-

ward the subject matter.

This is enough for me to start building an idea

tar a painting. During the painting process, many things happen, many
unconsciously, that make the work different from a mere photograph.

Addi-

tions, subtractions, emphasis, de-emphasis, rearrangements, all these things
make the painting unique to the photograph.

The decisions made by the

artist,' during this time give the painting a personal message, ·even if the
llessage

is a Tery simple one.

'
For instance, a portrait
may show the artist's

feelings for the subject simply because of the way the artist handled the
material.

I believe this may be part of what Mme Cav~ and Delacroix were

speaking of when the1 said that painting should be a communication between
souls.

A scientific comnunication was undesireable to CavJ and Delacroix.

Another aspect of Delacroix's theory, that I'm in agreement with, ill
the idea that the artist should know everything possible about his subject.

3S
Just as an author must research his subject before trying to convince
someone else, so must the artist in his painting.

From this point or

knowing his subject, an artist can grow in dirferent directions.

He can

create.new images or retreat to the object's simpler forms.

A basic know-

ledge is always important, no matter what one is studying.

Delacroix rec-

ognized this, possibly,because of the multitude of artists experimenting
with the new camera image. · He saw the atrosities produced because of the

ignorance of the artists who plunged into this new method of working
without first studying it.
· Since most or my own work deals with portraits, I haYe tried to relate
Delacroix's theory to this type of work.

The use of the photograph is

particularly important to me because most all my work is based on photographs. All aspects that I haYe talked about in Delacroix's theor:, on the
use

or

the photograph, seem to work tor any type of painting."

Knowledge

ot subject matter, the soul to soul communication between artist and Tiewer,
and the effect of imagination on memor:, are all important but all stem
to one factor for their success:

the tact that the artist needs much

experience in working with_photographs to make these elements work properl7.

IMAGINATION AND MEMORY

··The: one element of Delacroix's theory which fascinates ·me most is his
theor:, of the effect that the imagination has on memory, and the use that
tha photograph provides.

According ·to Delacroix, the memory is distorted

OYer a period of' time because of the influx of' a person's imagination and
feelings about the subject.

Without such i111agination and distortion one

would keep a static record, impersonal and unfeeling •
. A photograph is a static record - without the influx of the imagination

and feeling, the qualities present in the mind.

The photograph can be
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considered a stimulus for the mind to recall memories that link to it.

A

photograph of a family outing can be a treasured item for those people,
because it represents an event that was particularly pl~asing to them.
While the photo means one thing to them because of the JQBmories it holds,
it also maintains a static record.

What I am saying is this, that the

photograph 18 cold and me'aningless without the use of memory and imagination.
A cold description of an event or a person is just that, without the aid
of the aind's influences.

A description from the memory of a person with-

out the aid of a photograph may be lacking, and distorted.
nation

of the

But the combi-

mind's influences and the static recorded image of the phot?-

graph can be a wonderful combination.

In those instances, .where the image

being painted is meant to be more than a means of recalling the appearance

ot the image, the photograph becomes a flexible Model and an inexhaustible
source to which a painter can refer for information or which can serYe him
as a springboard for imaginatiTe leaps.

CHAPl'ER
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W~KING FROM THE PHOTOORAPH

During my research for this paper I learned quite a bit about the

•

method I have been using.

photographs.

I found many faults with my early work; from

Through this research these faults became apparent to me.

I believe Eugene Delzcroix's theory and .feelings on the subject best fits
JllJ own.

other artist's work that I ca.me across during my research influ-

enced me greatly, also.

One learns to anpreciate others' work more when

the7 know what the artist had in mind when he created the work of art, and
also how the idea was conceived.

I came to understand my own work and feelings about what I was doing
more through the writing of this paper.

I saw t.hat many good artists were

tailing in their. use of the photograph for the same reasons I was haTing

difficulties in bringing_ about a significant work of art.

And I found that

thOBe artists who felt good about their use of the photograph seemed more

apt to create successful works.
· re~!y.rance for what I

was

doing.

Through these artists and critics I found
Now the advantages to create without.

feeling a certain amount of guilt is eTident to me.

I can now get the most

out o! the methods that I use.
Qualities I find most intriguing in the artist's work I have researched

are:

Chuck Close's literal description of a person's face.

Although the

approach is a cold scientific one, the effect is far from cold.

The amazing

likeness and the large size of his paintings make them somewhat awesome images.
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Larry Rivers' thinking on the use of the camera's insistent memory and his

interest in the past are also qualities which I find to be or great value.
Tm unposed figures in Breitner 1 s works lend a natural quality that also

appeals to me.

This also appealed to the Impressionists along with the

concept ot focus.

Another quality I find interesting to work with is the

foreground exaggeration,that Toulouse-Lautrec experimented with in his works.
These artists found different characteristics of the photograph that
auited them best.

I vould eventually like to involTe all of these qualities

in my painting.

P:resentl1, Iain more inTolved with using the me•or7 of the photograph
along with sentiment and iaa.gination.

I find by using old photographs of

tud.17 members, ancestors, and people that I am faailiar with, I can create

a more successful painting.
These are some of the compositions I have created from photographs
that I have taken Jll1Self or I have found in old fami.17 albums.
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Fig. 23

Photographer unknown.
Portion of the Armitage Family
Portrait.

cmo.

Fig. 24
tleniee Plumlee.

Watercolor sketch.

1978.

Untitled.

8 x 10 in.
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Photographer unknown.

Four Generations. cl93h.

Photograph.

Fig. 26

Deni.a• Plumlee.
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X

l4 in.

Four Generations. 1978.

Watercolor,
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Photographer unknown.

Four Generations. cl93h.

Fig. 26
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Denise Plumlee.

11

X

Photograph.

l4 in.

Four Generations. 1978.

Watercolor,

25

Fig. 27
Photographer unknown.
Untitled. cl93h.
rtiotograph.

Fig. 28
DeniBe Plumlee.
1978. Watercolor.

·'
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Fig. 29

Photographer unknown. Wilbur Armitage Family. cl913.
Photograph.

Fig. 30

Denise Plumlee.

Buggy~· 1978.

Watercolor.

11 x

1L

in.

Fig. 31

Denise Plumlee.
The Singers. 1978. Oil on
canvas •
x L !t.

3;

Fig. 32
Denise Plumlee. Untitled.
1978 • . Oil on carJTas. 3 x 5 rt.
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~NWCRKS ·OF. THE CAMERA
So tar we have talked 11ostl7 about the effects the camera has had on
the artists of the past,' bringing us up to modern times.

The camera has

undoubtedl7 been a factor in the deT.elopment of Tarious types of art.
We hu'e talked also about the methods or the use of photograph7.

But when

we reach this point we· have :,at a whole new world opened up tor exploration.
With the modern advances of the camera, the artist can look at the world

in a wa7 no other generation before has.
~

artist's llind is alwa7s searching for inspiration for another

creation; the C&Jlll!lra is a Taluable source.

"The camera not onl1 reTeals

the most distant and biggest objects, s~ars, it al.so makes visible the

saallest things

in

the world.

Even close up, the e7e can barel7 see

objects that are 1/3000 inch in diameter.

Photograph7 haa no such limita-

An ordinary camera connected to an inexpensive microscope can ex-

tion.

plore the individual ~ells
.. of living creatires, particles about i/1000 inch
.

·ac:rdas. - ·S0Dl8What mo;e
aeopes

complex equipment on more elaborat~ types of micro-

can penetrate a cell's inner workings and show the molecules of

•~ch 1 t is made ~ 11 l

These images produced by the camera are startlingly similar to modern
non-objectiYe paintings.

Patterns and colors found in the photographs

could Terr well have been the inspiration for an abstract work of art.

1 Editors of Time-Life Books. Photograph~ as a Tool.

ot Photography, Time-Life Books, New York, 197 .-Y-p7

~

(Lite Librarr

Textures and atmospheres revealed to us in planetary photographs, what
artistic Jllind could not use these for inspiration?
The accessibilit1
of the camera is almost .unbelievable.
.
'
.
.· .

That a camera

would be small enough to go into the human bod7 and take pictues so that
we can now photograph a growing fetus while it is still alive inside the

womb of its mother, is a feat one: would not have dreamed of when photography was first developed.

This unexplored territory is all very

exciting for many people, not just the scientist or the artist. "The human eye can only see visible light - the rainbow colors from
Tiolet to red - but photography has a much wider sensitivity.

It can take

pictures with the.many other electromagnetic waves of the· world - x-rays,
ultraviolet, infrared - and even with beams of neutrons.

All of these

invisible rays gather knowledge inaccessible by ordinary light.nl
Tina has always been an element in painting that has giTen the artist

pains in trying to capture his subject.

It seems that we either paint too

slow or we don't see things fast enough.

The human eye could be described

as a camera that takes about ten pictures per second and then telegraphs

ihe brain part of the i~ormation the picture contains. It cannot work
111ch t~ter than that because the retina needs time to receive and transmit
each impression and then get ready ~or the next one.
shutters· and

ia'.;;{ps ·can

Modern high-speed

expand time, making possible the obse·rvation and

study of actions that are so rapid the eye sees them onl1 as blurs or
misses completely.
The camera not only expands time but it also contracts time, speeding

up slow processes that are unobservable by the human eye.
this would be the growth or a plant.
l

..

~ · p. 12.

An example of
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The camera is of great importance in industry and science, with its

modern advancements, but artistic minds are also inquisitive.

We may re-

call here that an artist should know everything possible about his subject
and that the camera is a good tool for exploration and resea:rch.

We ma7

also recall the works of the ~ery foresighted 19th century artist, Eugene
Delacroix, "Truly if a man of genius should use the daguerreotype as it
should be used, he wi 11 raise himself to heights unknown to us. 11 l

'
l Aaron Scharf. Art and Photography.
London, 1968.) p. 92. -

(Allen Lane The Penguin Press,

-

CONCWSION

In looking back, one cannot ~eay the influence the camera has had
upon painting •. There have been very good results u well as some mistalau1.
The camera, as we have (ound, ~annot, b7 itself, cause bad effects or good

The artist is, as alwa7s, the judge and the eye by which the

effects.

painting is created; the camera merely an instn11t11nt through which reali~

sation or 'Yisualization takes place.
The artists that have used the cam9ra, especially the earliest ones,

ban paved the way for the rest.

The7 caught a treJl8ndous amount of crit-

icia• for its use and some or them deservedly so.

.

.

Not every artist found

.

the camera beneficial to their work, in fact some round it devastating.
Bu.t through their errors and their accomplishments, we have learned a great

amount.

We can see the limitations

or

the photograph and also the limita-

tio~ or the artists who round failure in their use of the photograph.
11&111 arguaeats against

The

the photograph may have had a bit of' validit7 in them.

Bu.tit -is my feeling that these critics were talking about the artist with
little

or no artistic

genius, c~ativit7 or imagination.

For the artist

with these qualities can beat the limitations of the camera.
'

Olae artist that has contributed a great deal toward the deTelopment
~

photography as a legitimate model for painting, was Eugene Delacroix.

He• like many others, used the photograph, and he had the foresight to see
.the usefulness or the photograph and developed a method that served hill

the beat.

His method and theory on the use of the ca!ll8ra are a tremen-

dous help to the.student or painting.

laB

ot all the artists that I'Te come across in the developlll8nt

of this

paper, Delacroix proved to be the most outspoken on the subject of the
uae of photographs.

His painting theory eeems to be Tery complying with

bis methods on the use or the photograph as an aid.

To him,. the camera

was a welcome invention and he didn't haTe to change his style or theor7

to reckon with it.
Delacroix's thoughts on painting may be very similar to many artist's.
The7 ma7 appear in a different ~orm, but it seems that what Delacroix spoke

ot is inherent in all artists, no matter the style in which they paint~
The source of artistic production is from the creativeness and imagination

in the mind of the artist.

What stimulates this actiTity may be different

far each individual, but the stimulus
graph.

I'm

talking about here is the photo-

Working in any media, one finds it important to develop a method

and so it is in painting with photographic aids.

This method can onl7 be

f01"118d through J1Uch experimentation and patience.

The roads that lead to

the successful use of the phot,ograph are many, b7 this I mean; what may

prave successful to one may not be so

tor another.

The methods I haTe

spoken of in this paper are those ·r•ve developed and those t~..at most comply

with S!f· own.

The memory and the imagination concepts along with the cata-

lytic powers o.r the photograph can be a very powerful combination, as a

'atimo.lus for-

the

artistic mind.
'

With a strong background in method to back hint up, the artist who uses
the photograph is ver7 fortunate.

and the future is never-ending.

The photographic stimuli of modern day
The many facets in the photographic devel-

q>a1nta can be used with just as man:, facets of art.
In conclusion, I would like to reiterate m7 reasons for writing on
this subject.

I belieTe the photograph to be a legitimate aid to painting.

b9
I wanted to show a few of the many artists that have used the photograph,

their successes and failures and the reasons for them.
late my idea of the theories and methods that work best.

I wanted to reI also wanted

to show the broad field of photography which the artist can search for
aotivation.

And finally, I would like to say that with all the beneficial

aspects of the photograph and the increasing numbers of artists that use
them, there still remain those artists and critics that would look upon
the photographic aids as detrimental to art.

I hope I have lessened these

tears somewhat and I hope that I have contributed something to those
artists that are using the photograph.
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